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Themes Dragon Medical  
Solutions

Non-medical 
speech 
recognition

Security & Compliance

Hosted within NHS approved Microsoft Azure  
in the United Kingdom

Supports the high availability, 
business continuity, and 
security demands of the NHS.

Health and Social Care Network Our Dragon Medical cloud 
services may connect via 
HSCN into NHS organisations 
incl. hospitals and clinics.

NHS DCB0129* (Data Collection Board) standard Nuance has met the 
requirements for this standard 
for its five solutions available 
in the UK: Dragon Medical 
One, Dragon Medical Advisor, 
PowerScribe 360, Dragon 
Medical Workflow Manager 
and Winscribe Dictation. As a 
requirement for this standard, 
Nuance has appointed a 
Clinical Safety Officer who 
ensures that the processes 
defined by the clinical risk 
management process are 
followed.

Nuance provides a range of Dragon solutions for different types of organisations and users.  
We advise clinicians use Dragon Medical One as the vocabularies and commands provide a 
far superior experience compared with non-medical speech recognition. Dragon Medical is 
compatible with leading clinical information systems and is a secure and compliant solution  
for the UK NHS. 

Why should clinicians use Dragon  
Medical One instead of non-medical 
speech recognition?

* DCB0129 is an NHS information standard published under section 250 of the Health and Social Care Act 2012. It provides a set 
of requirements to promote and ensure the effective application of clinical risk management by those organisations that are 
responsible for the development and maintenance of Health IT Systems for use within the health and care environment.
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Themes Dragon  
Medical One

Non-medical 
speech 
recognition

Features & Capabilities

Medical vocabulary, specialty language models, clinical context 
understanding and accent support •
Auto vocabulary and drug name updates •
Medical command sets and search commands •
Compatible with leading electronic patient record (EPR) systems •
Works with Nuance PowerMic Mobile, a secure mobile app. that 
allows clinicians to use their smartphone as a dictation microphone •
Future innovations

Foundation of future innovations e.g. Dragon Medical Advisor, 
Virtual Assistant and Ambient Clinical Intelligence •
Award

2021 #1 Best in KLAS for Speech Recognition (Front-end EMR) •

About Nuance Communications, Inc.
Nuance Communications (Nuance) is a technology pioneer with market leadership in 
conversational AI and ambient intelligence. A full-service partner trusted by 77 percent of 
U.S. hospitals and 85 percent of the Fortune 100 companies worldwide, Nuance creates 
intuitive solutions that amplify people’s ability to help others.
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